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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

February 2, 2022, the Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) Eled a Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA) request  with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, requesting records

showing “the number of COVID-19 infections, and of those, the number of breakthrough infections”

among CDC employees in August 2021.

Breakthrough infections refer to infections that occur in those who have received one or more

COVID jabs. March 28, 2022, ICAN issued a legal update,  stating they had received an oWcial

response,  showing approximately 70% of all COVID-19 cases among CDC employees in August

2021 occurred among “vaccinated” employees.

7 in 10 ‘Vaccinated’ CDC Employees Got COVID

Following are the oWcial numbers for June, July and August 2021, listed in the FOIA response:

June 2021

Number of Positive Reports: 4

Number of Breakthrough Cases: 0

July 2021

Number of Positive Reports: 18

Number of Breakthrough Cases: 10

August 2021

Number of Positive Reports: 36

Number of Breakthrough Cases: 25

As reported by ICAN:

“Now, we don’t know the percent of CDC employees that were vaccinated as of August

2021, but if the CDC’s vaccination rate reBects that of adults in the United States, it was far

less than 70%.

But even if more than 70% of CDC employees were vaccinated, the fact that by the end of

Summer 2021, 70% of its COVID-19 positive employees were vaccinated should have been

a shocking Ngure and should have served as a wake-up call to the CDC about the failure of

these vaccines to prevent infection.”

‘CYB Excuses’

According to ICAN, the CDC’s response included “a whole bunch of caveats, meaning, ‘cover your

butt’ excuses” for why the breakthrough infections rate was so high, including that many CDC

employees were telecommuting at the time and not required to report their vaccination status

and/or any test results.

According to U.S. Sen. Bill Cassidy, who questioned CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky about the

percentage of vaccinated CDC employees during a November 4, 2021, Senate hearing (above), an

estimated 75% of CDC employees were working remotely during the pandemic.

Walensky claimed she did not know the true number, and the FOIA response also did not specify

how many were actually working remotely. Either way, “These excuses are unpersuasive,” ICAN

says, adding:

“There is no reason to believe that CDC employees would not disclose their vaccination

status. There is also no reason to believe those vaccinated would be more likely to report

being COVID-19 positive. If anything, those vaccinated would have been less likely to report

being COVID-19 positive given that, as the CDC itself says, ‘persons who have been

vaccinated are possibly less likely to get tested.’”

Walensky Didn’t Realize COVID Jab Effectiveness Might Wane

Interestingly, March 3, 2022 — the same day the CDC replied to ICAN’s FOIA request for data on

breakthrough infections among CDC employees — Walensky gave a presentation to medical

students at Washington University during which she admitted that she had learned about the PEzer

shot’s effectiveness from CNN.

CNN’s report, in turn, was based on a press release from PEzer, which stated that the jab was 95%

effective. Walensky was not told, she said, that the shots might lose effectiveness over time (and a

short amount of time, at that).

These are truly shocking admissions. Writing in The Disinformation Chronicle, investigative

journalist Paul Thacker discussed the timeline of events that led to Walensky believing the PEzer

vaccine was 95% effective.

He concluded Walensky was likely referring to a November 18, 2020, CNN report  by Maggie Fox

and Amanda Sealy, who appear to have done little to augment the story after pulling information

from a PEzer press release published the same day.

So, what we have here is a remarkable instance where a story in CNN, regurgitated from a press

release, appears to have inhuenced Walensky’s thinking about the injections and the future

guidance from the CDC. As noted by Thacker:

“The PNzer press release ... became CDC pandemic policy ... [Y]ou rarely get such direct

evidence of a corporation inBuencing federal policy by laundering their press release

through media outlets like CNN. Further, republishing press releases seems a pervasive

practice in how the media covers COVID-19 vaccines — meaning, they don’t do much

reporting. This has been obvious since late 2020.”

Does the CDC Rely on Science at All?

Walensky’s apparent ignorance about the potential for waning effectiveness is equally shocking.

Scientists around the world have long known that coronaviruses are very prone to mutation, and

mutations are known to affect a vaccine’s effectiveness.

Nearly every scientist in the world expected the virus to mutate, because that’s what viruses do. Yet

Walensky did not consider this possibility,  despite having been a professor of medicine at Harvard

Medical School with years of experience dealing with viruses.

Even those with no expertise in virology suspected mutations might impact the shot’s

effectiveness. For example, two days after Walensky’s speech at Washington University, former

New York Times reporter Alex Berenson wrote,  “She’s right. Nobody could possibly have known

variants might be a problem.”

Underneath, he reposted a tweet dated January 20, 2021, in which he had stated, "Spoiler alert: the

vaccines probably don't work against at least one new variant and they're going to want you to get

vaccinated again next fall."

By August, Twitter had permanently banned Berenson for “repeated violations of our COVID-19

misinformation rules.”  Ironically, the tweet that put Twitter over the edge compared the COVID jab

to a “‘therapeutic’ with a limited window of eWcacy ...” — a statement that I and many other experts

would agree is 100% factual and true.

Gaslighting at Its Finest

During her Washington University appearance, Walensky also alluded to people in the media who

“reject evidence,” saying,  "There are a lot of people who are using their voice that may or may not

be helpful for public health,” and that this “decreases public health in general.” For this reason, “we

have to be clear” about our messaging, she added.

However, Walensky’s admissions during that talk really make one wonder who is making our public

health decisions, and why. It’s diWcult to imagine that one of the largest and most powerful health

care agencies in the U.S. is led by a director who is basing her decisions on CNN reports and drug

company press releases — and by doing so, is misleading the public. Consider that during this talk,

she:

Admitted learning about the PEzer 95% eWcacy — information which was then used to

formulate CDC guidelines — from a CNN report, which was nothing more than a republished

press release from Big Pharma.

Claimed the CDC is transparently publishing data in a “pedal-to-the-metal” scenario  even

though The New York Times, only days earlier, had revealed the CDC is withholding crucial data

from the public.

Claimed “no one told her” that the virus might mutate and render the vaccine ineffective,  yet

during a PEzer earnings call, held February 2, 2021, a Enancial analyst was astute enough to

ask PEzer how the 95% eWcacy rate might change in light of mutations.

Walensky also accused the public of believing that “science is black and white,” when in fact,

“science is gray.” Meanwhile, anyone who has held an opinion that differs from the mainstream

narrative has been censored and fake "fact-checked" so the debate over science would never see

the light of day. Walensky has never spoken out against this effort to prevent a “black and white”

presentation of science.

Her colleague, Dr. Anthony Fauci — who as director of the National Institutes of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases has been the face of COVID-19 for the White House — has even gone on record

claiming that HE is the science, and that attacking his recommendations is an attack on science

itself.  Walensky, for some reason, never corrected him either.

Walensky Has Tried to Undermine ConUdence in VAERS

Walensky has also publicly discredited the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS),

which is coadministered by the FDA and her own agency, the CDC.  During her January 11, 2022,

testimony before the Senate,  Walensky stated that any death after a vaccine could be reported to

VAERS.

SpeciEcally, she used the example of an individual who gets vaccinated and then gets hit by a car

and dies. She clearly implied that such a death would be recorded in VAERS and logged as an

adverse reaction to the vaccine. But this is patently false.

First of all, adverse events are not automatically reported and, certainly, obvious accidents are not

entered into the system as a suspected vaccine side effect.

As reported by Health Impact News,  there are about 18 reports in VAERS that include “road traWc

accident,” but most if not all relate to an adverse event, such as a heart attack, occurring while

driving. They were not hit by someone else and then entered into the system. As noted by Pam

Long in a January 12, 2022, Twitter thread:

“If anyone in public health utters ‘a person can get hit by a car & report their death to

VAERS’ you need stop them, in any public meeting, and demand they explain what motive

would a physician have to inBate VAERS reports with car accidents or any unrelated

mortality?

Despite Walensky’s & Fauci’s cliché testimony to Congress, not one person ‘got hit by a car’

& reported their own death to VAERS as a vaccine injury. Most reports are Nled by medical

professionals, using diagnostic language about drug reactions.”

VAERS was designed and created as an early warning system, and it works well for that. While it’s

true that anyone can Ele a report, it’s time-consuming, requires knowledge of medical details that a

patient oftentimes won’t have, and there are penalties for Eling a false report. There’s absolutely no

reason to suspect, let alone assume, that people are Eling false reports just to make the shots look

bad.

The fact of the matter is that VAERS is showing the COVID shots are the most dangerous vaccines

ever created. It’s hard to imagine why Walensky would want to undermine conEdence in this system

— unless she wants everyone to simply ignore the warning signals it’s giving us.

CDC Has Had a Clear Pro-Pharma Agenda

During the November 4, 2021, Senate hearing, featured in the video at the top of this article,

Cassidy also highlighted another area where the CDC has acted as if it’s intentionally disregarding

basic science, namely that of natural immunity.

Cassidy cited research showing 92% of those who recover from COVID have T-cells, B-cells and

antibodies that provide robust immunity for at least six to eight months. Yet the CDC has refused to

acknowledge natural immunity, saying those who recover still need to get a COVID shot.

Cassidy noted that the CDC has access to tens of thousands of electronic health records (EHRs)

and patient identiEable data as to who tested positive and had symptomatic infection. With that

data, they could easily conErm or disprove claims that natural infection confers adequate

protection against reinfection. And, if conErmed, those who have had symptomatic infection could

then be excluded from vaccine mandates.

So, why has the CDC not done any prospective studies when they have patient identiEable EHRs

that they can use to precisely determine who gets reinfected and who doesn’t? According to

Cassidy, the only reason we don’t know whether natural immunity is as good as the COVID jab is

“because we decided not to look.”

Walensky’s replies to Cassidy’s questions are as telling as the admissions in her Washington

University presentation. There’s an awful lot she and the CDC apparently don’t know, including core

basics.

Can a virus mutate? Walensky “wasn’t told” it could and therefore didn’t think it would. Can a

mutation affect the effectiveness of the jab? Walensky wasn’t aware of such a possibility and CDC

recommendations have rehected that ignorance.

How many CDC personnel are working remotely? She has no idea. How many of the CDC’s

employees have been jabbed? She has no clue. Why has basic research not been done to determine

whether natural immunity is as adequate as the jab? She provides some circular argument about

not having unbiased correlative data, even though Cassidy just told her how the data they already

have could be used to End this answer.

She pats herself on the back for her agency’s transparency, while evidence is presented showing

the CDC is intentionally withholding crucial vaccine data. She says science is a gray zone while

simultaneously accusing people of spreading misinformation when they don’t agree with her.

She lies about the types of adverse events that are reported to VAERS in what appears to be a

blatant effort to undermine this valuable safety tool, and admits to making public health decisions

based on PEzer press releases instead. The fact that 7 in 10 vaccinated CDC employees got

breakthrough infections didn’t even clue Walensky in to the possibility that the COVID jab might be

useless.

On a side note, more evidence of this was recently revealed by Princess Cruises, which reported an

outbreak onboard the Ruby Princess in March 2022, despite a 100% vaccination rate among both

crew and passengers, plus proof of a negative COVID test prior to boarding.

Just how are we supposed to trust the CDC when they seemingly know nothing about anything that

matters, don’t follow the science, and protect Big Pharma to the point of undermining conEdence in

their own safety tools? I’ll let you be the judge.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,966 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Revealed: 7 in 10 ‘Vaccinated’ CDC Employees Got COVID
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) data reveal 70% of vaccinated U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention employees got breakthrough

COVID infections in August 2021
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Genocide based on lies mixed with ignorance, disinformation and hidden data about the truth of a gene therapy, called "vaccines". The

lies of Biden, Fauci and Walensky are being exposed. Dr. Naomi Wolf indicted the perpetrators of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic,

accusing them of conspiring to commit mass murder. Wolf named Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC, and Francis Collins of

the NIH as co-conspirators in the genocide. The fact that people like Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Collins, all the 'inhuencers' who

were paid, as we now know, said 'safe and effective', this requires criminal charges. This could be a conspiracy to murder. And

members of the media could also be complicit in the murder.” Rochelle Walensky, handpicked by Joe Biden to head US CDC, is a

criminal.

The same goes for her husband, who we now know has been taking taxpayer money in the form of government "grants" for his

pharmaceutical company. The grant was reportedly funded and organized by the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response

(ASPR), a division of HHS that oversees and manages the Biomedical Advanced and Development Authority (BARDA), a program

similar to the "PREDICT" program. at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV).

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millions-pe..  (2022) https://archive.ph/7832n  (2022)
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Joe Biden, Anthony Fauci, Vivek Murthy, Rochelle Walensky and everyone involved in the covid-19 takeover are revealing their

true colors. They change the themes so much that even those who still listen to them begin to see them for what they really are.

Dictator Biden and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky pushed for seditious vaccine mandates, months after assuring the

American people there would be no mandates. Never before in history has a US president resorted to such measures, which

many see as treason and seditious conspiracy. On July 30, CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky promised there would be no

vaccine mandates from the federal government. “To clarify, there will not be a nationwide mandate. I was referring to mandates

from private institutions and parts of the federal government.

There will be no federal mandate.” Dr. Jane Ruby said that Dr. Rochelle Walensky, who heads the CDC, is among the Wuhan

coronavirus co-conspirators, people and agencies that planned the mandatory injection program in 2015. She added that

everything the CDC has done and published on its website and other oWcial communications amounts to fraud and lies in the

conspiracy to commit acts of murder and terrorism against the people of the United States of America.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/didnt-age-cdc-chief-says-will-no-forc..

 www.brighteon.com/4b8b8668-8247-46a9-bed8-ca3265bcfca7  (03/14/2022)
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Thanks Gui. Truly criminal and murderous activities under the banner of health. But here is a tiny beam of light from Kansas, a

letter from the State of Kansas Senate Chamber passed on by one of the heroes of the pandemic Dr Urso. In the letter to health

practioners it states "Failure to treat" (early) "Will be considered wanton disregard". twitter.com/.../1
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A bunch of word salad mish mosh gas lightening from Know it all - self-proclaimed - when it suits them Know Nothings. Natural

immunity has to beat any vaccine as it addresses all elements of a virus. It especially has to be superior to a Jab/s focusing on

one element, the Spike Protein. The very toxic spot and the Jab/s kick the reproduction of it into high gear weakening overall

immunity by making the Adaptive side of our immune system overworked & fatigued. Because when a majority of the public

displays little to no symptoms Eghting off a virus by addressing all elements of it.

When it mutates into a variant, the toolbox has more backup Eled away in the other side, the Innate Immunity side. This drives

viruses to mutate into milder forms so as to survive with milder symptoms. The deadly system of no Vaccine Liability & Court

needs to be thrown out the window and all these Big Pharma Shills heading the once watchdog institutions need to be thrown in

jail. Crimes against Humanity, Crimes against Life, Crimes against Decency, Crimes against Common Sense.
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WOW! Thank you for those links Gui! Even with all the evidence, I don't see any news coverage of any of this. Maybe OAN has

covered some of this and I missed it. I've been too soaked up with the Russia/Ukraine war. I've stayed tuned to mostly Fox News

because they have real reporters on the ground reporting live as it happens. The little you do hear from Fox about anything

concerning Covid-19 is when they interview Sen Johnson of Wisconsin. The MSM and the Liberal/Communist Mob are coming

after Sen Johnson with everything they have. They want this man in prison! They are as scared (maybe more scared) of him as

they were of Trump.

I've never witnessed this many people at this level of government act so paranoid 24/7. Nazi Pelosi looks/behaves like she is

about to have a nervous breakdown. She should be nervous. Nov 2022 can't get here fast enough. You can see the panic from

the Democrat side of the isle. Let's hope and pray that Sen Johnson makes it through Nov 2022. If the Republicans can take

over the majority and Johnson keeps his seat, Johnson should be able to move forward at a MUCH faster pace with his

investigations
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Everyone may want to compare the US CDC's overt marketing push for these genetic manipulation shots with the responses in

some EU countries, where those who had documented they recovered from covid within the past 6 months - were on equal

footing in society as those who took these shots. At least that was before another major wave of illness wafted by, stemming

from all these shots. At the same time, those who had recovered are/were in far greater danger of injury if they took the shot, as

it confuses, confounds the immunity they have recently developed. This is theater of absurd, a farce in the face of

Congressional hearings (all of them) on the part of HHS (entire agency). Assuming as Walensky came from Harvard Med., a

similar lack of common sense is occurring at highest level of medical schools. That's a really scary thought.
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Gui-Are there any up to date Egures on how many employees are vaccinated at the FDA-CDC-WHO-PEzer-Moderna/etc. I can

only End data from a year ago. How many employees have all three jabs at those companies? If they are not 100% conEdent and

compliant in their product why should everyone be? What are they more afraid of- the vaccine or losing their high paying jobs if

they say something?
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Hi, Gui. Calling this nanobot shot "gene therapy", is nothing but another deception, in a long list of deceptions. --- "1846,

"medical treatment of disease," from Modern Latin therapia, from Greek therapeia "curing, healing, service done to the sick; a

waiting on, service," from therapeuein "to cure, treat medically," literally "attend, do service, take care of" (see therapeutic)." ---

Those nanobot shots are killing people - and they're the lucky ones! ...and the deception continues! "Even those with no

expertise in virology suspected mutations might impact the shot’s effectiveness" "the potential for waning effectiveness". - I am

totally fed up with hearing/reading of how "effective" these kill shots are - other than at maiming and killing people. The time to

"wake up" has passed.
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Hi Guillermou, Don't forget the other criminals in this web, Dr. Ralph Baric and Peter Dazek of EcoHealth Systems......
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Every word of your post is "SPOT ON". The massive number of criminal co-conspirators; governments, medical community, and

Media will Ell every empty cell in every Federal Penitentiary IF WE THE PEOPLE CAN DO WHATEVER IS NECESSARY TO FORCE

IT TO HAPPEN. Do you think we have the "SPINE" to take on the "evil establishment"? If we don't Earth is lost.
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UPDATE: Noon Eastern time - is this the most pertinent news break? CDC announces plans to revamp itself -

news.yahoo.com/cdc-announces-plans-revamp-itself-163842476.html
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Clearly one the of the worst, or even the worst, case of "Shock Doctrine" (crisis "capitalism") and genocide ever, may even end

up far worse than the massive communist genocides in the USSR and China, WW1, and WW2, which were also started by real

conspiracy by "the allies" (scum leaders) and staged false hags! People would have to be idiots or brain-washed to trust ANY

"vaccine" now; because it has become crystal clear that they were all useless, toxic by design, and based upon serious fraud,

and more are having Graphene Oxide, etc., added to them, which will make them far more toxic, like the "covid-19" jabs! I don't

care about any alleged "contagion" arguments, it's all BS, there never was any genuine scientiEc method proof; to be blunt, I see

anyone supporting any vaccines as accessories to medical assault and murder! Let that sink in...
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Quote: "On Feb 2, 2022, ICAN Eled a FOIA request with the CDC, requesting records showing “the number of COVID-19 infections, and

of those, the number of breakthrough infections” among CDC employees in Aug 2021........On Mar 28, 2022, ICAN issued a legal

update, stating they had received an oWcial response, showing approximately 70% of all COVID-19 cases among CDC employees in

Aug 2021 occurred among “vaccinated” employees..........." We all know this. Anyone who's unvaccinated, like me, has witnessed the

number of vaccinated people around us that have contracted covid-19. Most of them were mild and their excuse is always the same:

"Well, just think how sick I would have been had I not been vaccinated".

You can't Ex stupid! I remind all of these people that NONE of the unvaccinated people at my job have caught Covid-19. We parade

around without mask or social distancing. There's no science behind any of it. With that said, CA is in process of passing 8 NEW BILLS

that are all related to VACCINE MANDATES: calmatters.org/health/coronavirus/2022/03/california-vaccine-laws/?msc..   I swear, if I

lived in CA I would be LEAVING as fast as possible!
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Exactly, the faith in whatever doctors/tv tell people exceeds all common sense. The "how sick I would have gotten" is so

ridiculous, you wonder how anyone with more than 60 IQ points could believe this. At 65 and with comorbidities, I got covid

from two fully vax'd people, found a real Dr. and ivermectin, and never had signiEcant symptoms after the Erst dose. The two

people who spread the covid were ill for weeks. Anecdotal yes, but there are thousands of instances just like this.
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jamNjim, you will appreciate what I found this morning, maybe?? 1) Yahoo Finance Presents: Dr. Anthony Fauci - -

Enance.yahoo.com/video/yahoo-Enance-presents-dr-anthony-120000684.ht..  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -2) European Farmers Turn to

GM Feed to Replace Corn From Ukraine - - Enance.yahoo.com/news/european-farmers-turn-gm-feed-125854190.html
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RBU, that’s great that you could End a doctor with some common sense who isn’t afraid to repurpose drugs. Doctors have been

doing this for decades. The reason it’s such a rarity now is Obamacare forcing the doctors to accept insurance as payment. It

was my doctor who clued me into to this 30+ years ago. He wouldn’t hesitate to repurpose an old drug. This was in part due to

him not trusting any of the new drugs being made after 1984. For that reason, he didn’t accept insurance as payment. In most

cases the drug he found that worked the best for a certain condition wasn’t covered by insurance.

Everyone is different and what works for me may not work for you. Even when the pill he wanted to prescribe was cheaper the

insurance company would refuse to pay for the meds because they weren’t FDA approved for that condition. So he got out of

the rat race and opened an independent practice. By not accepting insurance he dramatically reduced his manpower needs. All

he needed was a receptionist who could make appointments and collect payments. He had a 3 story Victorian-style 100+ year

old house located near the center of town.

He just converted the front entry, living, and dining room areas into a reception oWce, waiting room, oWce, and patient room(s).

With low overhead cost (it was paid for), only 1 or 2 employees, and no insurance red tape to deal with, his oWce visits were

CHEAPER WITHOUT INSURANCE than any of the other doctors in the area that accepted insurance as payment! GENIUS! He

was also a natural path and I was seeing him to get OFF of all my prescribed meds!
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Real, I’ve only read the 2nd link so far and WOW! All I can say is watch the European’s belt line start expanding! Twenty years

ago, even 10 years ago, Canada was Et and trim. Every time I went up there I was amazed at how healthy and athletic everyone

in Canada looked. I even had a subscription to men’s health and Canada was always in the top 5 back in the 90’s for the world’s

healthiest men. Back then, even Mexico, Brazil, and other Middle/South American countries looked healthier than the USA. Now

everyone in South/Middle/North America is overweight and/or obese! What changed?? They got duped into the GMO scam! You

watch, if Europe gets roped into this GMO nightmare because of the Ukraine and Russia conhict they will become obese just like

the USA! I never realized that most of the corn and wheat coming from the Ukraine and Russia wasn’t GMO. It’s like 92% GMO

free whereas the USA’s corn and wheat is 92% GMO.
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Real, nothing gets my blood pressure up like watching Fauci in an interview contradicting himself over and over and telling lies.

This man has no credibility! I watched the video in the Erst link. Who ever gets elected President in 2024 needs to get rid of

Fauci. It should be the Erst thing they do. I’m sure the only way that will happen is if a Republican gets elected. Even then I will

be in doubt. It seems that everyone on Capital Hill is hypnotized by this man except for Sen Johnson and Sen Paul. I nearly

stroke out every time I hear Fauci talk! He’s still backing mask! He just sat there and lied to the reporter.

She asked him if the virus spread by aerosols and he said “yes, we established that a long time ago”. Seriously?? Does he have

a mouse in his pocket? The CDC came out for ONE DAY in Aug 2020 and said the virus is aerosolized! They quickly retracted

that message (took down within 24 hours) because cloth and surgical mask have ZERO effectiveness against aerosols! N95

masks have very little affect on aerosols. Any mask that Elters aerosols has to have an exhaust valve in order to breathe

through it. Otherwise it clogs up with moisture from the lungs. This is basic science/math stuff.
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JamNjim, My jaw also dropped listening to this. A broken record? Repeating the same old-same old from 2020, skipping around

the turntable? Living in the US by age 85, new reports show a 50:50 chance of developing dementia (although mostly women,

then again, women still live longer). - - - - - - - - - Regardless of the spotlight with the whoopla, recently Dr. Fauci started talking

about stepping down, retiring, I think he is 81 yo. (Please keep yer bp under control, no need to over-react). Cannot step down

soon enough, yes?
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It appears there is a direct correlation between jetting jabbed and getting covid. There is enough information out now about numbers

of adverse effects that anyone still considering getting jabbed is either in serious denial or suicidal.  As we know, most medical

practitioners not in private practice had to choose between the vax and losing their job. (I suspect many in private practice simply hew

under the radar and kept a low proEle.) many who were Ered may be unwilling to return to their old positions.

Has anyone asked what will happen as more medical practitioners die from the vaxine, complications or suffer adverse reactions that

force them to retire? The quality of standard care is already so low and regimented. Physicians dare not stray from "the party line" or

question any of the vaxine doctrine. Like driverless trucks that are programmed and no longer need a driver in the cab. Doctors have

already been told what they must and cannot say. If the agenda has already been set and so many appointments are done by zoom

calls, maybe we will just have voice recognition thru your computer--and, if you are chipped, your vitals will be measured.

Just let a computer program tell you what you need. I fear we are very near that already. It is hard to get a needed med appt, but

priority for the jab. Automated medicine--just like an assembly line. Where else do you pay up front with no guarantee of service?

Where the wallet-ectomy takes longer than the time you spend with the doctor? What if you were a plumber and you could not stop a

leak.

Would you still expect to be paid? If you were an engineer and there was a power outage, could you just shrug and say, "I don't know"?

If you were a chef and your cooking poisoned people, you could not claim it was an act of God and just bury your customer. Not so in

medicine. This is about more than covid and vaxines. Many "systems" are entirely wrong, inadequate, ineWcient and harmful. They

need to be completely ovehauled
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HI Almond, current shortages are due to injury and many took retirement rather than take the shots. Similar shortages occurred

when Obamacare rolled out, remember that? Many doctors switched to concierge service or took an early retirement. In the

beginning of the 2021 shot rollout, when that doctor in Florida seemingly in good health, quickly died from the second shot,

many had second thoughts. And in the US by April 2021, due to word of mouth about injuries and deaths, uptake of shots

dropped off signiEcantly, and stayed low until the mandates showed up in fall 2021. My guess is roughly 1/3 of the US

population actually took three shots, way lower than reports from smaller, socialist-countries where over 90%, nearly the entire

population took them. Still, with hospital mandates, this is enough to create gaping holes in health coverage...or presents an

opportunity for personalized medicine to Enally gain recognition! Watch and see how this plays out.
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Good point comparing to other professions! If a bridge falls down, the engineer will be held responsible. And so on. So, the

inability of the system to address this is a glaring anomaly. I remember that story about the doctor in Florida (which was not

publicly reported in Canada). Over time, "VITT" (Vax-Induced Thrombotic Thrombocytopenia) was recognised by the Ontario

'Medical OWcers of Health (aka the CDC-controlled bureaucrats), but was attributed only to the Astra-Zeneca shot. That it could

occur after mRNA shots was not reported. All we heard was the constant sales pitches with the 'safe and effective' mantra.

As Canada has only the 'universal' single-payer health insurance system, the dissenting doctors were all Ered, or retired. Thus

access to vital healthcare expertise was intentionally limited even more.  There are some Canadian doctors still standing up to

this, and who are part of the World Council for Health. One has pointed out that it will take grassroots legal actions to start

turning the tide. That is, if patients sue the hospital administrator for policies that denied effective care for a deceased family

member, the lower-level oWcials would have less ability to hide behind 'only following orders'.
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A “Director” of a Centre For “Disease Control” who claims she does not know anything about natural immunity, the behaviour of

viruses, unless some News agency tells her is admitting wilful ignorance of her own supposed medical interventions formulated at a

cost of millions of dollars of public money. As a “director” she needs to be Ered immediately for incompetence and ignorance. What

exactly is she “directing”. If being bribed or threatened by the enemies of public health, she should say so and should be reminded that

medical professionals “just obeying orders” are still considered guilty. Weasel words to placate her partners and co-conspirators in

attempt to wriggle out of her responsibilities won’t cut it. Bottom line - she is a liar, a criminal and possible murderer and should be

dealt with accordingly under criminal law. By the way, how does a virus know not to infect an unmasked speaker, while leaving the

masked individuals alone?
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Because it is a Smart virus. We have Smart TVs and Smartphones, why not Smartviruses? This Smartvirus is also polite and

courteous. It will not infect you when you pull down your mask to eat, drink or talk on your smartphone. Or maybe that's the

Smartmask?
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Brian; you left out "smoking"; which will deEnitely spread 'any' pathogen far and wide!...not much discussion on that, in the

media!
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cabochon - this just showed up after lunch: Nope Dr Rochelle gets the opportunity to "revamp" the CDC? CDC announces

plans to revamp itself - news.yahoo.com/cdc-announces-plans-revamp-itself-163842476.html
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Logical deduction, Brian. We have every kind of Smart device, from meter readers to smart phones, masquerading as spyware,

surveillance and personal data theft devices. So why not a Smart virus? One that tracks our every move in preparation for

Schwab’s Great Reset. We could always ask Alexa where to get a Smartmask, while we’re at it. Leave no stone unturned in the

information war. Yes of course, smoking , Randyfast. - new Smartfags would be just what the doctor ordered. Bring back

(Smart) smoking to kill off a few more million?  Best way to “revamp” the CDC and the Fauci outEt would be to disband both,

rrealose.

Think of the money that would save! An admission of failure then from the CDC?  To be fair, we don’t know the reality of threats

to whistleblowers and others in the employ of criminal organisations.and should keep in mind their determination to stop at

nothing to achieve their aims: principia-scientiEc.com/science-whistleblowers-now-being-stalked-thre..
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roseann.graham22protonma
Joined On 5/21/2020 1:45:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rochelle-Rochelle's husband manages a hedge fund invested heavily in COVID proEteering. Read his bio and background. This

plandemic is all about money, nothing else. These phonies turn my stomach.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There has to be sinister reasons why the health authorities were not telling the truth about the Covid-19 virus and the effects the

vaccines on such. I believe it's about making money but a more sinister reason is the depopulation of the Earth through genocide. The

public needs to know the truth and those who perpetrated these Covid lies must be brought to justice. Period!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all about power, control, and money. They knew people would die and that was just "collateral damage" in their minds. They

knew they could easily cover up the deaths by labeling them covid-19 deaths. They planned ahead for it even. Remember?

You're not fully vaccinated until 2 weeks after your 2nd shot! Most people that die from the shot die in the Erst 2 days of the 2nd

shot! All of the nursing home deaths I've investigated since Dec 2020 that occurred within days of getting jabbed got labeled as

Covid-19 deaths. I've only been able to End one news article that pointed this out and they were very quick to clarify that they

weren't blaming the jabs for these deaths.

In that Auburn, NY nursing home they claimed to have made it through the entire year of 2020 without a single Covid-19 death.

They rolled out the Covid-19 injections on Dec 22, 2020. By mid-Jan 2021 they had 23 Covid-19 deaths. By the end of Jan 2021

they had like 42 deaths. All of those deaths were labeled Covid-19 deaths. Not one death was suspected as being suspected a

vaccine induced death. You can't make this up. Now if you live in a state like CA you will have to be vaccinated. They have 8 new

laws being passed as we speak that will mandate the jabs for everyone.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Already in 2005 the CDC told the world it had a cure for SARS. Five CDC scientists and 3 Canadian scientists told about it in the

popular Virology Journal. They said that Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of SARS coronavirus infection and spread.

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1232869  So the CDC and the Canadian government knew in 2005 that chloroquine was almost certain

to be effective against SARS Coronaviruses. In 2020 they failed to tell you, and governments restricted its use.  Now Dr. Rochelle

Walensky plays being dumb in front of senators and public, like saying she got her info from CNN. But who believes such lies of Dr.

Rochelle Walensky? But senators let her get away with it.

These Senate Hearings are all for show. We saw that in the 2008 banking crises. Bankers got rich, but were not punished for their

crimes. Senators acting tough, some may do some grilling, but in the end, nothing happen, just like with the Fauci hearings. Fauci and

Walensky get away with their crimes, saying: "I don't have the numbers off the top of my head" and other dehecting answers. What

kind of fake hearing is that, when Fauci and Walensky get away with playing dumb? Why there are no criminal investigations? Now we

have a million (997,123) Covid deaths in the US, and worldwide 6 million deaths. That is far worse than the war in Ukraine.

And no criminal investigations? OWcials get away with lies? Nobody is criminal charged? Demand justice now. See yesterday's Dr

Mercola article on how to take action. If you don't take action now, these criminals will do it again, but then it will be too late to stop

them, as WHO (Bill Gates/ WEF) getting more power with the QR ID's and digital money, and the new WHO treaty, etc. To demand

investigating and prosecution now is the only way to take those criminals out and stop Agenda 2030. Once they activate an (fake)

emergency, then all laws and rights are gone. It is vital important to do it now before your freedom is gone.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Pete for your interesting information on chloroquine. Also: CDC SCANDALS, LIES, LACK OF SAFETY RESEARCH AND

COVER-UPS www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/  ------------ A researcher named Albert

Benavides conducted an analysis of data on the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), which is maintained by the

CDC and the FDA. What he found is that there are hundreds of serious adverse events associated with the Wuhan coronavirus

vaccines that are being hidden from the public by these two federal agencies. COVID “vaccines” are the most dangerous

vaccines in human history. Chinese virus “vaccines” are 800 times more deadly than the smallpox vaccine, which held the

previous record. Fauci Flo's punches have already killed thousands of Americans and permanently disabled many more

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-vaers-analysis-reveals-hundreds
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there some reason these people can't be ordered to get "the numbers" and the hearings resume at a later time? If those being

questioned aren't providing answers due to feigned ignorance, why isn't the questioning put on hold until they can obtain the

data they need?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rbu; Because the hearings are nothing more than theatre. You are supposed to just sit back and enjoy the play. No different from

any other "staged" play where the non actors can do nothing about the content or outcome of the production!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Pete, End it amazing that you can include all this great info yet missed the legal capture that has occurred. In the US we are

well aware that some (most) Federal Judges have been appointed, not elected, therefore they do the bidding of the Dept of

Justice in Washington. So far, it is apparent that the US Dept of Justice is doing the bidding of the POTUS (President - called the

US Executive Branch), whereas they are supposed to be an independent check to the power of the Executive Branch! This may

have occurred a while back, before Obama's presidency(?) Its diWcult to tell, appears this shift may have slowly occurred over

the past 20 years.

In a recent interview series, Dr Reiner Fuellmich tells a story about something that occurred in Germany early on in the

plandemic, where although the case proceeded, 3 weeks after the verdict, oWces, houses and cars of everyone involved on the

winning side were searched. It was a clear signal being sent to others in the legal system not to take these cases. - - - - - And

not linking anything directly to this story is it is buried in one of their 5-hr weekend sessions...IN the US, myriad lawsuits have

been Eled, many now at state level targeting governors. Early on in the plandemic, lawsuits Eled at the Federal level were

handed back to the plaintiffs, the court did not want to hear these.

A few more recent Elings are now on the Federal docket, but wheels of justice are slow. With long wait times to an initial

hearing, at which juncture these could still be refused to be heard, as we are still operating under a low level of "emergency".

The emergency is that Bill Gates and many other large vaccine investors are not yet satisEed on their runaway proEts. - - - - - - - -

- - - Seriously, nearly every third link posted on the blog over the past week or so, has a reference to lawsuits being Eled

somewhere in the US. Do we need a cumulative scorecard?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Dr Mercola article yesterday: articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/04/04/nih-researcher-..  said: * * * TAKE

ACTION * * *  There are many things here that we, the American people, need to get to the bottom of, starting with the misuse of

taxpayer funds. To that end, if you live in the U.S., I would suggest you contact members of Congress and ask them to

investigate the potential unlawful actions of Carroll (USAID PREDICT program) during his time at USAID.    The U.S. Congress

has the power to conduct investigations into potential criminal conduct, and if malfeasance is found, they can then refer the

matter to the Department of Justice for investigation and prosecution, if appropriate.

To End out who your Congressman is, and their contact information, see USA.gov elected oWcials.

 www.usa.gov/elected-oWcials  (End dr Mercola quote)....  So it's clear: Lawsuits are not enough, they get rejected. We must

demand criminal investigation and prosecution, not just against Carroll and USAID, but many others involved in the crimes

talked about at dr Mercola. Get organised. Do campaigns to motivate others to join. Protest against Agenda 2030 to protect

your freedom. Go to en.wikipedia.org/.../Otpor  and scroll down to "Strategy and tactics" to see what else you can do.

To Rrealrose, US legal action is only for the US. What you write about Germany, this happened also in France and Holland where

I lived. And that is no coincidence. This is EU co-ordinated, the same tactics you see in other countries, and the USA. Our Dutch

government had to release documents that give an astounding picture, how they brainwashed the population, and attacked

people who were against vaccination. However this info is in Dutch, it needs to be translated. Maybe tomorrow I will post about

it. About Fuelmich lawyer, she got arrested also. dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/24/fuelmich-lawyer-arrested-treason-for-exposin..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, thanks! was not sure your country. - - - - - - - - Dr Fuellmich also talked about the French attorney who was arrested at

her house, in front of her young children. He said it had nothing to do with the corona committee Grand Jury, Instead, she was

defending someone asking questions about the French Govt. He said she was held for about 3 days, then released.- - - - - -

Here's about an hour link from last Saturday's marathon 5-hr session, the 3rd or 4th interview that's amazing, discussing Ukraine

and intelligence. REINER FUELLMICH DISCUSSION WITH SCOTT RITTER - FORMER MARINE CORP INTELL OFFICER & ALEX

THOMSON - www.bitchute.com/.../IqTJMELc3ovt
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, more capture has occurred, most (not all) US Congress people are completely out of touch, its often easy to see

how clearly they represent the large corporations and not the people. Most need substantial funding support to build their

campaign war chest(s) for re-election. Its a sad state of affairs, known for at least the past 25 years.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete - I assume that if U.S. VAERS fatalities amount to 26,396 currently, and are under-reported by a factor of 41, then more

than a million Americans have died shortly after vaccination.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Rrealrose for the link, yes I agree with SCOTT RITTER vision. The Russian army can be over 1 million soldiers strong if

they bring in the reserves. And it was clear last week that Russians invasions in North of Ukraine is just to keep Ukraine forces

tied up in the north, so Russia could achieve their goals in the south with limited amount of soldiers. Also I have seen at least 5

Ukraine propaganda stories that were debunked in my country. The boycott of Russia raised the price of oil, which is extra

income to Russia, it only brings Russia closer to China, and they want to replace the dollar.

Also Saudi-Arabia wants to get rid of the dollar. The world trade use to be done in dollars, but it came down from 77% to 54%

and still going down. That is a huge risk for the value of the US dollar. To come back to the law suits, if they not rejected or lost,

they can be appealed, and that can take decades to settle. Before they are settled there will be already a New World Order and

then it will be too late to get justice.
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hang them by the neck til;l they are dead.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or Midazolam - it was recommended at lethal dosage in the UK. Why some nurses continued to do it while knowing that is

beyond understanding. Milgram disorder?
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Mitchel Cohen
Joined On 12/5/2006 3:02:06 PM
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. All extremely pathetic as well as frightening. I need to ask if others here have observed the following, and I

mean it seriously, not rhetorically: the vaccines appear to have really taken their toll on people's ability to think, to put 2 and 2 together.

I've seen it all over the place, among formerly very intelligent people. What people have allowed to be done to themselves in the name

of "Eghting a virus" is soooo sad. And they are just not aware. I don't mean that as a rhetorical jab, it's what is visible to many of us, we

are being dumbed down and many are not even aware of it. Are you aware of any intelligence tests done before and after receipt of the

boosters?
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big47846
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AND...they ALL seem angry all of the time.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Most of the people I know that took the jab were already "dumbed down" so: (zero - zero = zero). In my mathematical mind,

when I research the history of coronaviruses and vaccines and End that there's never been a successful coronavirus vaccine the

decision to not get the jab is a very simple (no debate) decision. Then throw in the fact that we have a brand new, never been

tested on humans, mRNA vaccine that got rushed to production and in people's arms in 9 months. What could possibly go

wrong??? I don't get it.

Some people, like my wife, had to get it for job security, but she was under the impression it would be 2 jabs and done. She's an

Immunologist PhD. So she took a calculated risk and decided it was worth the risk to keep her job. I told her to quit. Then 6

months later they suggested getting BOOSTED! She declined! So far, there's been no repercussions for refusing the booster. In

her exact words, "If you have to get a booster every 4 to 6 months the vaccine is a colossal failure".
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I question everything I see. Nothing seems normal anymore. I see complete psychosis. I don't know if it's due to all the fear

mongering from MSM, the vaccines, masks, and/or the lockdowns. I know everything is slower now. That indicates cognitive

decline at a massive level. When I go to Kroger I always do self checkout and there's at least 12 checkout registers. It amazes

me that I have to stand there for 5 minutes before a single register opens up. So that makes me the last person at the checkout.

9 times out of 10 I will beat everyone that was ahead of me and be the next person Enished checking out.

I'll be checking out items that have to be "looked up" and weighed and I beat people that are scanning items with bar codes. It

was noticeable before 2020, but it wasn't this bad. Now Im like OMG! Most of the time they have 2 people assisting each other

AND they are YOUNGER than I am! It has to be cognitive decline that's caused by either the vaccine and/or Covid19. Just look at

the car accident statistics. For 2022, the USA is on pace to break all previous car accident and fatal accident records. The only

thing that's changed is the vaccines.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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You are absolutely right! Hiding in those "Lipid Nanoparticles" (they are 'delivery' systems), are nanobots that alter DNA, as well

as having the ability to also manipulate thought patterns and behaviours. This is not a "conspiracy theory". There is a mountain

of documentation on this technology available to anyone who has the time, sense and motivation to do some 'real' research! To

sum it up - the personalities of millions of people are changing...and not in any good way! Some people may not "appreciate" my

personality; but it is all I have and I'm going to hang on to it for as long as I live.
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Mitchel, I read somewhere that about 30% of the population has enough critical thinking that they haven’t bought in to the C19

scenario. I really don’t know about the so-called “vaccine” affecting people’s brains. But I do know about mass psychosis

formation, which I strongly believe has taken place — worldwide. Furthermore, we live in a world of “instant gratiEcation” from

microwaves, to cell phones, etc. It is so much easier to watch MSM and be told what to think, and not even question other

scenarios. Therefore, people do not want to do their own research, because they don’t even question what they are being told,

especially when they believe their actions are for “the good of all” and that they are “doing the right thing”, and God forbid, those

who didn’t get the C19 shot are to be feared.

Fast forward after two years of this psychosis, many of these people simply don’t/won’t admit they were wrong in their

thinking/their actions.  I have had family members and long-time beloved friends tell me, “Don’t send me anymore information”.

“Information” being true science, platforms such as Dr. Mercola and many, many others.

I pray for these people that they have not been injured by the C19 toxin, and that their eyes will be opened to truth! There is

much information coming forward. Many brave souls speaking openly, those in both science and politics. And it’s not just

rhetoric because their information is backed by valid documentation. Finally, let’s call this “the vaccine” what it really is. It is a

bio-weapon, a poison, inhicted upon humanity, and if we are patient, I believe that as truth is revealed, many will “pay”for their

actions.
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Mitchel - I think that with them having taken the Kool-Aid, and news of vac problems being leaked into a reluctant media, the

further they will retreat into denial. A friend who was persuaded to take the Erst jab, then found out from a nurse friend about

injuries and deaths, went into shock and refused to discuss the subject. Later she did read up on taking NAC and TMG etc on

Mark Hyman's website, and seems to be ok after a year but is still very reluctant to discuss the subject. Clearly it was not an

easy journey.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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Big47. They ARE angry. Angry, bitter, hate life, hate GOD, and miserable bc they sold their souls to the devil and can’t turn back.

 On the contrary they now have to WORK VERY HARD to TRY and keep up the fake facade they helped create.  They dispise

everyone else bc THEY probably feel very alone and confused and regretful over the path of evil they took, continually doubling

down on their own lies bc they can’t go back now. As a result they are also very self-loathing from realizing how STUPID they are

and look, as they can’t even keep up w their own lies. Especially the more time that goes by.

Now I don’t know ….but given all the poor decisions they all made I just can’t see them really ever having a happy soul ever

again.  Prob can’t even look in the mirror, or look their kids grandkids in the face. And more shame o them if they can.   If they

ever did have TRUE happiness they prob miss that feeling very greatly.  Sad actually. Im sure TONS of regret……leading to just

more and more bad decisions and an even darker existence.  So let them wallow in their own misery.  What did they expect?
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Here in Germany, the same narrative from the government "There will be no mandatory jabs". Now, there are mandatory jabs for all

working in the heath and care sector. In the facility where I work, covid has infected all most all the residents and staff. Only the

unjabbed and recovered are still standing, symptom-free and testing negative. To return to work, the infected staff need a negative

PCR test. Most are still testing positive with the 3rd PCR test, 3 weeks after the start of symptoms!!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in USA, the media and "experts" NEVER broadcast about what PCR test is being used...is it the same one from the very

start? The media insists the test can detect any variant that comes along. The "home antigen" tests are ALL made in China.

Everyone knows the Chinese can not be trusted to tell the truth about anything covid-related...
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cakesjean
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Initially the same antigen tests were used, because the employer tests all employees and residents twice a week. Otherwise,

people go to oWcial test centres or to allocated chemists for an antigen test. The PCR tests are, as far as I know, all the same,

using the oWcial test centres or the allocated chemist. Some do tests at home, antigen, and I guess that all of this is made in

China. As we all know, the PCR test was never meant to test for a speciEc corona virus
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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It's so stupid. Now Germany is #2 overall for daily new infections. If vaccines worked, why aren't they working? S. Korea is in the

same boat. S.Korea was one of the last to get the vaccines and they were doing better than anyone. You know the old saying, "if

it isn't broke, don't Ex it"! They have been #1 in daily new infections for 8 weeks and Germany has been right there in 2nd or 3rd

place. It appears that both S. Korea and Germany didn't get the memo to stop testing. The reason the USA's daily new cases

have plummeted to all time lows is because they QUIT TESTING! Remember Trump saying he could lower the daily case load by

simply reducing the number of test?? He got SLAMMED big time for that! Now we are actually doing that and of coarse the daily

new cases is going down.

Don't get me wrong, we are still testing, but here's why the numbers are going down. The US Government mailed out free test

kits to every house and they are available at most stores relatively cheap. Even if you test positive the CDC does not record

these test.

They don't count. You can't use one of these test to verify you are negative to go on a hight. Furthermore, they don't even work

for Omnicron. So these Covid-19 rapid test being mailed to us are USELESS! That's why the US's numbers are so low and S.

Korea's and Germany's are so high. It's all smoke and mirrors. Germany and S.Korea both know all of this. They are using this to

further instill fear into the public so they can hold onto the power and pass more laws/mandates.
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad Dr Mercola used the word "lies." Everyone uses euphemisms that tone down the behavior but let's call out the behavior for what it

is . ALL LIES
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From day one, everyone in my world recognized that Walenski didn't know her azz from a hole the ground. She was just "winging it".

She doesn't even really have a job. Her whole purpose in life is to be a shill for big pharma (especially the vaccine manufacturers).

Same goes for Fauci. When I see them on the news I quickly change channels. An African Grey Parrot has more "grey matter" between

its ears than Walenski does. They are better at repeating the same thing and they have better personality than she has. I vote that the

head of the CDC be replaced by an African Grey Parrot. At least they are funny!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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As an owner of an Amazon parrot, I second that emotion! Mine would more than suWce. She would become a celebrity

overnight. Besides, she is smarter than my children AND makes better choices.
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Brian, lately Ive been watching YouTube videos of people's parrots. What an amazing animal! I saw one of a woman and her

cockatoo arguing over what to eat! It was hilarious! This bird was doing more than just repeating something it had heard.
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brianallen1
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Yes Arlen, the smartest ones have the intelligence of a 3 year old human which puts them above Walensky. Unfortunately, I have

to live with a demanding, picky, spoiled toddler for the rest of my life.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.bitchute.com/.../WKXUrJq3cyc3  yet 5G progresses......eventually killinjg every living thing on earth.....yeah 5G will kill off

animals./jhence Enjoy your "Impossible" meats (Gag) of course millions will consume this swill , as they are already are...... Its is

amazing how much garbage people can ingest....as they get fatter and sloppier....unhealthier... Oh its OK.......I saved .03 cents a pound

feeding my family chemical sh!t.....
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el-graf
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At a talk I attended, the speaker (a 5G expert) said that they can directionally target individuals from towers with stronger signals. The

contents in the "vaccines" are made to work synergistically with particular frequencies of what is called 5G.  For what purpose?....... To

kill, of course.
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That would be TRUE!
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In regard to these "vaccines" & 5G, be sure to watch both videos imbedded in this

article...principia-scientiEc.com/graphene-nanoparticles-environment-research-s..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Here we are April 5th 2022. The most dangerous injections man has ever created is known and yet not ONE person in over 26 months

has been held remotely to account. All the same players in the same positions and those who left were replaced by those who need to

be held accountable. DeEnition of insanity is what again?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...and yet, the same nonsense is discussed, day in and day out.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to tell whether Walensky is more exceptionally incompetent at health policy or lying, but it's quite clear she is not acting on behalf

of the people, but pharma - or rather, the entities that own the pharmaceutical companies and want to control, sicken and/or

exterminate us via these jabs they're pushing on everybody in deEance of the science.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a general news topic, Covid has all but disappeared from the screen. It's as if the "experts" and their dogwashers in the media have

collectively put their Engers in their ears over the topic and are chanting "lalalalalalalalala." Instead, I'm being told the billionaire

president of Ukraine - and just how did he amass that sort of money? - is the greatest guy in history and worthy of untold amounts of

American taxpayer money. One might think that the massive media-industrial complex would have the intellectual bandwidth for more

than one story at a time, but apparently, one would be wrong in thinking that.
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amoral lazy people always turn to crime to survive. Only the judicious use of some guillotines will Ex the current mess.
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well now their rolled-out drug-pushing program is well underway after their vax-pushing program must have reached market saturation

and their proEts are declining from the vax, but their sanctioned drug-pushing will create a proEt surge for them. Vaxed people are

saying enough to more jabs, and they are not going to convince the unvaxed.  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention sent out

an email yesterday, April 4, 2022, titled: Test to Treat – the name of their drug-pushing campaign which the same vaxed sheep will

probably run to get after they get covid. Clever slogan. I wonder what pr-marketing Erm came-up with that, with our tax dollars paying

the bill.

This time, instead of the scare tactic, they are using the free-prescription tactic. And what sheep doesn’t want free without thinking for

themselves, nothing is free. Their and our, tax dollars will be paying for the “free”. The links from the email are below. PEzer's Paxlovid

and Merck's Lagevrio (molnupiravir) are the drugs du jour. So apparently yes, to Dr. Mercola’s Top Story today (April 5, 2022): HorriEc

Admission: Is PEzer Running Global Health Policy?  From CDC email sent yesterday, April 4, 2022 Test to Treat:

aspr.hhs.gov/TestToTreat/Pages/default.aspx?ACSTrackingID=USCDC_2067-D..  The Biden-Harris Administration launched a new

nationwide Test to Treat initiative in March to give individuals an important way to quickly access free lifesaving treatment for

COVID-19.

Through this program, people are able to get tested and – if they are positive and treatments are appropriate for them – receive a

prescription from a health care provider, and have their prescription Elled all at one location. These “One-Stop Test to Treat” sites are

available at hundreds of locations nationwide, including pharmacy-based clinics, Health Resources Services Administration

(HRSA)-supported federally-
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MGrant7
Joined On 8/31/2016 6:17:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Test to Treat'... * Treat-to-Target*, used by Prof Maxine Dougados, an eminent rheumatologist, in France. Who held the two-year

President of EULAR. Would suggest the Test-to-Treat is a corruption of the excellent 'Dougados Slogan',' Treat-to-Target'.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The continued overriding operations mandate is "Assumptions of Correctness"! DO NOT STRAY! No agencies dish out better

contemptable "Word Salad" than .GOV !  So..... Let me circle back to you/ I don't have that right now/ I will look into this/ That item is

our topic for a future discussion/ Blah blah blah. All taxpayer funded gross negligent theatrical hooligans in suits. The Centuries old

Art of Advocacy has been replaced by The Art of Impeccable False Perceptions. The English language has become a weapon to be

used against citizenry on the New Frontier!  They have dumbed down the percentage of the population that was required to launch

NWO. When the head honchos from Health.Gov do not have instant DATA for Senate Probes for more than 24 months, there is a

monster coverup in play and on stage for all to see! It is quite maddening !! #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH  Never has been! It is clearly

DECEPTION!
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Lanellem
Joined On 8/5/2008 11:43:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which is it? 70% of all vaccinated CDC employees got COVID or 70% of all who got COVID were vaccinated? It seems to be saying both

in this article. I don't want to be accused of giving incorrect information to family members who question me about this. Thank you.
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jmundall
Joined On 9/10/2020 8:31:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lanellem, you bring up a good point. The data in the article show that approximately 70% of COVID cases among CDC

employees were among those who were vaccinated (i.e., about 70% of all who got COVID were vaccinated = breakthrough

cases). As you point out, the article also states repeatedly the CONVERSE of this that 7 of 10 vaccinated CDC employees got

COVID. As a general principle of logical arguments, the converse is not necessarily true. In this case, there is insuWcient

information in the article to know whether the converse is true because the denominator is missing to be able to calculate that

statistic.

However, by mere estimation of the probable number of CDC employees, I expect the converse to be FALSE. Considering that

using the converse is a common logical fallacy and presumably was used inadvertently, I would recommend to the author of

this article to correct this probable error to avoid unnecessary attack on the information of the article that is truthful and

veriEable.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just two words sum it all up: Corruption. Incompetence.
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Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer to the last question in this article is quite simple: NEVER TRUST OR BELIEVE ANYTHING THE GOVT OR ANY GOVT

AGENCY SAYS
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am worried about the people of Australia and New Zealand; I wish people had a country identiEer or offered where they are living

when they post.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plato warned about the problem of the ‘deaf effect’, he went on to describe how the person who tries to liberate the cave prisoners

from their world of ‘illusions’ would be viciously attacked. He wrote that ‘they [the cave prisoners] would say that his [the person who

attempts to bring them liberating understanding of our human condition] visit to the upper world had ruined his sight [they would say

he was mad], and that the ascent [out of the cave] was not worth even attempting. And if anyone tried to release them and lead them

up, they would kill him if they could lay hands on him’ (The Human Condition) - Should we be surprised that Mercola is banned?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "covid numbers" are the biggest distraction ever! ALL of those numbers come from a BOGUS PCR TEST that can't even

differentiate between a live and dead virus; let alone detect any speciEc virus. Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion - and people STILL

don't get it. Many people who profess to be awake, are still believing in this Fairy Tale! People are NOT "getting" covid - they are

"testing positive" for covid. There is a huge difference! How convenient for the cold and hu to have magically disappeared! Meanwhile;

the WHO is poised to take over "Global Healthcare", while the WEF is beginning to roll out their "Transhumanism" agenda. That is what I

will be focusing on...not some non-existent "threat"!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Failure to treat" (early) "Will be considered wanton disregard" Newlandswander rightly indicates. The real Headline should read

US.GOV Health Orgs. found "Guilty of Wanton disregard" for "Failure to provide/administer know accurate early treatments protocols"!!

 The Perfect outcome!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve Kirsch TestiEes About Spike in Deaths Since Jabs Rolled out  jdrucker.substack.com/.../steve-kirsch-testiEes-about-spike
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cjatmercola
Joined On 11/25/2010 8:23:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The one thing that nobody is talking about and it's THEE most important fact about what's going on is, Bill Gates and his family

(especially his father) have actually said out of their own Elthy mouth's that the population needs to be reduced. This little satanic

worm, Gates, has been interviewed for years and years and has talked about this at different times and has always wanted to

"Vaccinate" the world. Well he almost has reached his goal. What's amazing to me is how everyone trusts some of these people even

while the data and real science are being censored and suppressed. This JAB does not even qualify for the deEnition of a vaccine, yet

this poison is being pumped into so many, willingly or forcibly. Gates is in his glory. I cant wait to see him on Judgement Day !!
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wareagle82
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As best I can tell, few outside of this space are talking about Covid at all. The mile wild, inch deep media complex apparently

can only handle one story at a time and all eyes are currently Exated on Ukraine. The closest I've seen to a virus-related story is

NYC's sad sack mayor begging people who hed the city for Florida to return.
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Joined On 3/16/2022 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now he’s planning to take CO2 out of the air, spanning many states, and storing it underground. He’s also working on a

shield to, I guess, block the earth from harmful rays? What I call it is playing God.
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

ZERO accountability. Gates and his cohorts are already planning or has planned the next plandemic. Why would any of this end

with the very same people causing the issues are in place. Round and round we go...
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM
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A horror show, indeed, if not worse than 1984. Oh God, let there be light.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM
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well, sure enough a light for many will be death once they shove our reality upon us in years to come.
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The latest GM food is having an abundant harvest. It goes by the name "Word Salad" and Walensky was serving the panel in Congress

a full on course. She probably has been watching and studying Kamala Harris, master word salad chef, in order to prepare a full course

plate.
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Problem now is that once Lyells/Darwin idealism about billions of years with its current millions of assumptions is excepted by gov't

as scientiEc fact, it means science no longer means anything and anybody in power can say "the science says" and most people will

believe it. But science used to be based on what can be proven over and over and observed thousands and millions of times with no

exceptions. Computers work based on testing millions of times under thousands of conditions and still works with rarely any failures.

Millions of years evolution is not provable or testable. Medicine is similar. It is an art, not much based on science as much of it can not

be proven over and over without any failures.

Building a modern jet airliner is based on well proven science. If 7 in 10 airliners broke up in their Erst hight with passengers like the

vaccines are doing, you would not hy on one. But medicine is based on practice, doing over and over again what seems to work at

least some of the time in the past. But much of it is not proven to work millions of times without any failures. So once evolutionary

ideas are excepted in medicine, we can just make assumptions and vaccinate everyone based on assumptions, not much proven to
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ideas are excepted in medicine, we can just make assumptions and vaccinate everyone based on assumptions, not much proven to

work in the real world and not tested for every possible thing that could go wrong over a person's lifespan.

When God invented man, he knew exactly what the future would be over the next 7000 years and designed every part in our body

knowing what will happen in the future as God is outside of time and knows the end as well as the beginning. All we can do it

scientiEcally study all of what God has designed and come up with caring for it. As for the 30% that did not have a breakthrough Covid,

I get exposed to people with the hu every year and I never get the hu even though I have not been government vaccinated for hu. Lots

of people get exposed to Covid and not get sick with Covid. So the vaccines are not scientiEcally proven to work.
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I almost don't even want to read or hear any more about these CRIMINALS who continue getting away with their crimes, inspite of all

the talk about them. It's beyond words anymore and if nothing is going to happen to them, then what? They will continue in their lies

and schemes. Very sad.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have people been listening to the Reiner Feullmich (sp??) group presenting at the International Criminal Court? It is up to Day 3. Here

are the Rumble links to the Erst 2 days. dAY 1 OPENING STATEMENTS

rumble.com/vv721s-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-opening-statements-grand-jury-o..  DAY 2 -

rumble.com/vuxp1u-grand-jury-day-2-criminal-investigation-covid-19-cri..  Have not listened yet myself but reportedly the Erst day

lays out the entire nefarious history of vaccines.  I have also read in several places quotes of Fauci regarding "infection being the best

immunity<" as well as his saying that masks are useless except for making people feel they are doing something. Same comment as

from the WHO way back when.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tanya, yes we follow Reiner.... love him! He has Eled in Canada and Europe at the courts so far ... here is his latest interview and

it's riviting!  brandnewtube.com/watch/reiner-fuellmich-talks-with-attorney-todd-calle..
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are only qualiEed to be professional idiots.
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jsteedleyyahoo.com
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:48:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the truth ever comes out, the facts will show that, for the most part, 'medicine' is nothing but fraud. The medical establishment is in

thrall to the drug industry; that should be the other way round. 'Doctors' mostly believe that if they 'cure' a 'patient' (victim) the 'doctor'

will lose income. Despite the fact a 'cured' 'patient' will likely send 3-5 replacement 'patients' (victims) to take the 'cured' 'patient's'

(victim's) place. The drug companies want 'patients' (victims) for life. Or at least until the #3 cause of death, so-called 'medical

mistakes' occur.

But drug companies don't care, & most 'doctors' don't care either. What is called "health care" is, in most cases, 'illness care' or even

'disease management'. Fortunately, there are a few ethical doctors that strive to truly promote genuine "health care". Those few, like Dr.

Mercola & others, are the only reason some of us are still alive. Medicine, as practiced today, is taking Enancial advantage of the ill &

injured. IMO, it is past time for it it to end. Maybe the few real doctors will help end the pandemic of fake "health care".
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chocopot0613gmail.com
Joined On 9/20/2020 3:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Walensky has more than proven she is nothing but a tool of The Deep State, telling whatever lies her masters instruct her to tell on

any given day. She will lie with a straight face as she contradicts what she told us the day before, and keep that straight face as she

reverses herself yet again the following day. She deEnitely should be on trial with Fauci, Collins, and the rest of them for mass murder

and crimes against humanity.
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breesevanaol.com
Joined On 9/16/2021 10:24:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Germ warfare. At it's Enest. If you fauci, or biden got the shot. Think again. It's the do as I say, not as I do club. Viruses mutate that's

what they do. And they get weaker not stronger. I haven't listened to the cdc or the fda, in a long time.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wake up .......this is where the "Rubber meets the Road" *      >>>>

stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/5G-The-good-or-bad-ne..   * ....>>>  

www.usingenglish.com/reference/idioms/where+the+rubber+meets+the+road...
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bri123
Joined On 9/30/2012 12:06:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...and still they're pushing booster shots and so many gullible fools follow. All I can say is so be it. The brain washed deserve their fate.

The sooner they fall, the sooner eyes will open, the sooner lies will be exposed and the sooner the unvaxxed can return to work without

being discriminated.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really see no valid reason to ask any of the people from CDC or their subordinate units any questions: just make up a lie to your

question or speak at length about something else, and there you have their answer. Saves a lot of time and you are just as well

informed.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would behoove us to mimic the tactics of the Deep State .... with the same parry of "plausible deniability", of course.
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foveola
Joined On 8/28/2021 5:59:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walensky has to be trying really hard to be this uninformed. On the other hand, the President has a record of Not appointing the

brightest for highly important positions. She went to Harvard, but did she just mysteriously glide thru like Obama did?
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tomormon
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:30:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would simply point out there's a difference between the two statements: "... showing approximately 70% of all COVID-19 cases

among CDC employees in August 2021 occurred among “vaccinated” employees." ... and ... "... 7 in 10 vaccinated CDC employees got

breakthrough infections." The former is true ... the latter (as indicated in the title of the article) isn't (or at least is inconclusive with the

evidence documented in the article). In fact, one would need to know the vaccination rate of CDC employees to ascertain whether this

shows the vaccination to be (in)effective. {e.g., If 85% of CDC employees were fully vaccinated, then this would seem to indicate the

vaccine to be somewhat (albeit minimally) effective ...

Conversely, if only 65% of CDC employees were vaccinated, then that would indicate somewhat of an inverse effect, meaning the

vaccine actually made employees MORE susceptible to infection, all other things being equal.}  In addition, if under 70% of CDC

employees were vaccinated, it would be scandalous in that CDC employees don't even believe in the so-called 'science' their

spokes(wo)men are pedalling.   All in all though, Mercola's right about the absurdity of Walenski getting her Covid-19 info from a CNN

press release (based on a CNN report of a drug company press release), and her not accounting for the possibility of a mutation

negating vaccine eWcacy.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She's a Professional Liar and POS.
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walensky has also accused the public of believing that “science is black and white” when, in fact, “science is gray.” Well isn't that

special! It worked for them with morals, now they've applied it to "science". Relativism. 2+2=5. See, now mathematics is "gray".
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susanh10
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is hard to watch Walensky talk and spew the BS. Dr David Martin is working hard to take Walenski, Fauci and the rest of them down.

The truth will stand one day. God speed.
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how much more rock-solid, indisputable evidence is needed to realize that that which Big Pharma pushes is useless, harmful Snake

Oil? --oh,.. right,... i forgot: there are those so stupid, that they "do not know their right hand from their left." No Child Left Behind and

Ebonics are both working as intended,....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 11:46:04 AM
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is she really even a doctor? I mean come on these are facts a high-schooler might know. What a laughing stock.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 11:29:45 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367 - this is what is in many of the rapid tests for covid...web.stanford.edu/.../lcss78.html

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 10:59:44 AM
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Ms.Savvy
Joined On 12/8/2012 5:44:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Based on what test! How can this even be believed if that base question is proven there is not and has never been a valid test then all

the rest of this is also built on complete lies. All of it!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to meet "Randyfast".... he is your soul mate!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 11:39:41 AM
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These CDC people are so full of baloney, it just ticks me off. They are worthless to the people of the United States. They twist facts

and tell absolute lies. They all should be Ered and put in prison for the remainder of their lives.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 9:28:13 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC is an independent organization from the gubmint. They hire and Ere whomever they desire.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/5/2022 9:37:16 AM
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Cha27220
Joined On 3/16/2022 8:12:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They all know natural immunity is better than a vaccine ever could be. They want these shots in our arms for various nefarious

reasons, none of which are to protect us. Last Friday night, Laura Ingraham showed a video of Fauci, many years ago, boldly stating

that if you’ve already had the hu, you don’t need a hu shot because “the best vaccination is to get infected yourself”. These people are

not just idiots, they’re monsters!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History without tainted lies www.bitchute.com/.../CrGckQwYWYdl
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, yeah....corruption, deceit & sowing confusion are the Devil's mark. Not like these are the servants of the thrice holy God.  Just
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Well, yeah....corruption, deceit & sowing confusion are the Devil's mark. Not like these are the servants of the thrice holy God.  Just

expressing their 'dark' & self-serving side of the yin and the yang; and all who claim to Eght them in that same manner are like them &

can self-justify any sin against God & their brother.
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jasperberrington
Joined On 8/15/2021 2:24:42 AM
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Almond, you are absolutely correct: “Doctors have already been told what they must and cannot say.” Any good, ethical doctors that I

have ends up quitting. They work into the night straightening-out insurance issues for their patients, logging whatever they have to, to

report to big brother after the patriot act went into effect and communicating via portals with patients. They get fed-up and quit.

Getting one’s own copies of their medical records can be interesting. One of my reports had a PA's comments saying I was well

dressed and well-mannered (paraphrased).

Someone in Arizona told me a question on their new-patient form asked if they owned guns and if so how many. A home care nurse I

met told me she spends up to an hour per patient Elling-out big brother forms. I have found myself arguing with a pharmacist after

they Elled a prescription not according to what the doctor submitted, even when the doctor put, “no substitutions” or Ell as written. The

pharmacist always has an excuse, and how many people don’t notice they’re not getting what their doctor ordered and don’t think to

double-check then question if the prescription Ell doesn’t match the doctor’s order.

Yesterday, I got an email from walgreens that a prescription for a skin gel was ready. I called to ask if the doctor mistakenly submitted

“gel” and not “cream. They said no, the doctor submitted “cream” but they were out-of-stock and it would take them a work day to get

it in. I told them to Ell it like the doctor requested, “cream”–that as far as I was concerned, the doctor was in charge, not the drug store.

They will argue that their substitutions are the same, but they aren’t. In this situation the cream is more effective than the gel. I'm

guessing there is a higher proEt margin for the gel. Pharmacies seem to like changing 90-day reElls to 30. They get more money in

co-pays for 30-day and will try to slip that by. One has to scrutinize anything anymore because of the greedy work ethic of many.
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So true, and since they put the family/locally run pharmacies out of business, we're forced to deal with lower IQ/low motivation

employees who have no independent thought process and are unable to problem solve.
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StarPowerVitD
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Doctors have disgraced themselves. It is a second rate profession. I am now actively stating “That’s too bad!” when introduced

to a pill pusher.
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Star, I refuse to shake their hand. It would feel as slimy as Mr. Potter's in It's A Wonderful Life.
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(con’t) qualiEed health centers (FQHCs), and long-term care facilities. People can continue to be tested and treated by their own health

care providers who can appropriately prescribe these oral antivirals at locations where the medicines are distributed.  Link from above:

covid-19-test-to-treat-locator-dhhs.hub.arcgis.com  Get medication for COVID-19 COVID-19 medications are now available through

your doctor, local pharmacies, and health clinics. If you have COVID-19 symptoms and test positive, do not wait to get treated. You

must take oral COVID-19 medication within 5 days of your Erst COVID-19 symptoms. Use the tool below to End a location that is right

for you.

Enter address or zip code (I would not recommend putting in an address) Some pharmacy clinics and health centers can prescribe and

give you medication at the same location. Data Information and Disclaimers The locations displayed above have received an order of

Paxlovid or Lagevrio (molnupiravir) in the last two months and/or have reported availability of the oral antiviral medications within the

last two weeks. Those sites that have not reported in the last two weeks display a notiEcation with the site details, "Inventory has not

been reported in the last 2 weeks.

Please contact the provider to make sure the product is available."  All therapeutics identiEed in the locator must be used in alignment

with the terms of the respective product’s EUA. Data displayed on this page is for informational purposes only. The data on this page is

for locations with the oral antivirals PEzer's Paxlovid and Merck's Lagevrio (molnupiravir). Visit COVID-19 Treatments and

Therapeutics for more information on all treatment options. The medication is provided at no cost. Some sites may charge for

services not covered by insurance. Some sites may offer telehealth services. (con’t)
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(con’t) This website is intended for informational purposes only and does not serve as an endorsement or recommendation for use of

any of the locations listed on the sites. ClariEcation for DoD Facilities: Those individuals eligible for care in an MTF include Active Duty

Service Members (ADSMs), covered beneEciaries enrolled in TRICARE Prime or Select, including TRICARE Reserve Select (TRS),

TRICARE Retired Reserve (TRR) and TRICARE Young Adult (TYA) participants, TRICARE for Life beneEciaries, and individuals

otherwise entitled by law to MTF care (e.g., regular retired members and their dependents who are not enrolled in TRICARE but who

are otherwise eligible for MTF space-available care, certain foreign military members and their families registered in DEERS, and

others). ###
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The LIES All of the satan worshipers are being exposed, and they ALL will pay the price for their love of money and power. Sooner than

later, the corrupt justice system better do something about these evil psychopaths, or THE PEOPLE WILL! Millions of people have died

or been maimed for life, and fraudchee, gates, schwab, soros, scumbiden will pay.
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The statement "7 in 10 ‘Vaccinated’ CDC Employees Got COVID" is not correct scientiEcally. The CDC has about 15,000 employees in

Atlanta. If we take the total of the column labeled "Number of Breakthrough Cases" which equals "35" and multiply it by four to get a

very rough approximation for the year we get "140." If we assume that 70% of the employees are vaccinated, that would be .70 X

15,000 which equals "10,500." 140 breakthrough cases divided by 10,500 vaccinated persons equals 1.33%, not 7 out of 10. However,

the table is still useful because it shows the absolute risk for getting Covid, assuming that is what the column labeled "Number of

Positive Reports" means, is very small.

Just around 1.5%. Not what I would call a national health emergency. And probably few of those died, making the whole farce of a

plandemic perfectly obvious. Of course it is also possible that the CDC underreports cases to make it look like they are doing a great

job handling the situation. It's all smoke and mirrors. But you can't have it both ways. Choose what Ection you want, and stick with it!
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The quote from ICAN within the article says that of those employees that tested COVID positive, 70% were vaccinated. That’s

also what is revealed in the chart; 36 positive, 25 of which were “breakthrough”, i.e. vaccinated. The headlines did indeed word it

wrong compared to the information in the article. That 70% of the positives were jabbed still points up the fact that these shots

are pretty worthless.
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Cut Walensky some slack. She's got to prepare her Nuremberg 2 trial defense. Obviously it's going to be a variant of "I was just

following orders." I'm wondering when the CEO of PEzer is going to eat his gun?
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except there will be no trials, they are protected by globalists and we can do nothing.
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That would require a brain. She's as dumb as a rock.
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THIS VACCINE IS THE VACCINE OF A MAJOR GENOCIDE THAT WILL BE COMING.
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The biggest lie is that there is no virus. They will sacriEce Pfuckzer, they will sacriEce the CDC and Walensky with it, they will even

sacriEce Drs. evil themselves: Fauci and Gates of hell, but they will hold on to the biggest lie ever told. Once people start to THINK for

themselves and follow the real science that has been there for over a century, they will lose their real weapon: fear. Viruses do not

exist. Other things make us sick and other mechanisms are at work but there is no magical, computer generated dna sequence that

hoats magically through the air, lifting on air droplets making people sick.
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Evedawn. Quite correct. All the Eghting over the best way to deal with something that does not exist. Keeping everyone Eghting

amongst themselves over vaccines and Ivermectins while the architects of this fake pandemic enrich themselves and remove

the rights of the citizens.
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Wow! Where do you start? I guess you could say you're correct in that there are no computer generated DNA sequences hoating

around making people sick. However, I've never heard anyone say there were any hoating around making people sick. If you are

referring to Sars-Cov-2, it's a RNA virus, not a DNA virus. RNA is a single strand ribonucleic acid and DNA is a double strand

ribonucleic acid. Sars-Cov-2 is a single strand RNA based virus. That's one of the main reasons it's diWcult to make an effective

vaccine for it. Most RNA type viruses mutate a lot. Mutation isn't really the correct terminology. They duplicate rapidly and they

make a lot of errors in duplications.

It is these errors in duplications that sometimes works for the better of the virus (makes it more transmittable/less deadly).

This is also what makes coronaviruses a lucrative model for gain of function research. It's relatively easy to create new variants.

In the old days they would isolate the virus and put in a cell culture that mimics something like lung tissue so it can multiply by

the millions, then they purposely infect the animal that the virus can't infect. They gather, isolate, and culture any survivors and

repeat the process several times until Enally they have a variant that is capable of infecting the target species.

This is time consuming. A lot of lab animals are sacriEced in doing this. So now we can supposedly do this by computer. I know

nothing about that technology. I researched the old school way of gain of function back in the late 90's. Now we have splicing

technologies that go way beyond my knowledge. I do plan to reeducate myself on this so I can better comprehend the PuMed

publications. Long story short, viruses do exist. Adenoviruses are used in medicine as viral vectors for delivery of vaccines (and

other medicines) like the J&J Covid19 vaccine.
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scum
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Ha! You win post of the day!
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And..........what if.......   when you gonna wake up?,<<<<>>>>   www.bitchute.com/.../CrGckQwYWYdl   <<<
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Brain Trained at birth........you have been 'Under Control' since your Erst breath.. Wake up and see what YOU have missed...........

 www.bitchute.com/.../CrGckQwYWYdl    <<<< >>>>>> and here are more facts you were NOT given the opportunity to

learn....coins have two sides....why was you only shown one side?? <<>>>  www.bitchute.com/.../CrGckQwYWYdl   <  maybe

your are brainwa$hed for a reason........
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27 parts....lots of original video....but the Schools never showed you this 'side of the coin'........only what THEY wanted you to

"KNOW" its called propaganda... and YOU are living a lie...the lie you were brainwashed with thegreateststorynevertold.tv
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Oh yeah......so tell me why these Criminals are in all world governments and banks..???    >>>  

 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Jewish_members_of_the_United_States_Cong..   <<<<< Hummm.. ....  Maybe   Bobby Fischer

correct......    www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews  Why do this criminals control you MONEY??? and when

they control YOUR money....than THEY CONTROL YOU!
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CMT367, a health care worker told me he was concerned about the test kits being used, made in China, that he was going to be

mandated to be tested with weekly at his workplace, being he was not getting vaxxed. He said they were sterilized with Ethylene Oxide

which he had not problem with as long as the test kits had been successfully vented to remove all the EO as they are required to in the

U.S; but, who knows what quality control they are doing in China. Another concern stated was that there may be residual EO in the

swabs from China that were going to be shoved up their nasal passages. He said EO is a highly toxic, mutagen and is why it is a good

sterilant, however exposure to it can cause canger and genetic mutations.
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sterilant, however exposure to it can cause canger and genetic mutations.

Not knowing how to Eght that mandate about to happen, he took early retirement to preserve his medical freedom. Hopefully there will

be class action suits against the mandate-pushers for all the workers that quit or took early retirement to preserve their medical

freedom. Following is something strange: “The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warns against using a speciEc ACON Biotech

Flowhex at-home test in a public health warning. The agency explains that you shouldn’t use the test that comes in a dark blue box, as

it “has not been authorized, cleared, or approved by the FDA for distribution or use in the United States.” Since it isn’t approved for use,

the FDA can’t be conEdent about the accuracy of the test result.

The full name of the unauthorized at-home test is ACON Biotech Flowhex SARS-CoV-2 Antigen Rapid Test (Self-Testing). While the

version in a white box has emergency use authorization from the FDA, the dark blue box does not.”

www.komando.com/coronavirus/unauthorized-at-home-covid-tests/830544/?u..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi jasper, looks like you are not familiar with replying directly to someone's comment. If you go underneath the comment you

want to respond to, look to the left bottom corner you will see: Reply | Mark as spam | posted on - - - - you want to hit the reply

link and a text box will open allowing you to enter your comment. You can relocate yours that are down the page, by opening to

edit each existing comment, copying your text. Then to reply directly to the sender, and pasting your same comments

underneath. Don't suppose many will End and connect your comments down here, unattached and hoating...hope this helps!
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